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Ridge runner knife rr690

LJP Nov 16, 2019 (5 of 5) Good knife I bought this knife back in 3 / 18 for 9.99. It was a lot. Now they want 24.99 for the same knife. They could at least upgrade the sleeve to leather for that price. It's a nice knife. Larry Pederson Nov 12, 2019 (5 of 5) What a big knife! What a surprise!!! Earlier this year I bought a really
cheap sample it out when I got what I thought ok, a wall hanger! No I was dead wrong!! Keeps an edge well taken into Mexico far down! An amigo loved it so I sold it to him for $15.00 American = 17.5 pesos to a dollar. So I'm coming back up and now I bought them for $11.00 so I bought someone to take with me next
time I go down Bowie knives selling well up the mountain on Rancho's machete at Coco's heldados is a big hit scales on this batch have fatter feel (thicker) I like it! The sleeve is nice, especially in the tropics, where leather goes soft and rots some Viet Nam veterinarians remember that problem ? Mar 25, 2019 (5 of 5)
Reliable knife This is an updated review from my review last year. I mentioned that I had a problem with the handle and was not sure it would hold up in the field. It held up in the field. I hold this knife above all the rest I own and recommend it to anyone who collects or needs a cheap quality and reliable knife. I gave it 4
stars last time, this time I give it 5. March 19, 2019 (5 of 5) Steve Best $5 knife I've ever bought! After getting it I would pay $20 or more Mar 17, 2019 (5 of 5) Charles Crown This is about a Ridge Runner Pronghorn Peak Bowie/Fixed Blade Knife that I recently bought a good deal. If I had bought it at the usual price it
would also have been a lot. I have other Ridge Runner knives in my collection that are just as well made and functional. All are full pliers knives. They're all well made. Grace Burnett Mar 12, 2019 (5 of 5) Good Deal Good Quality Bought this on sale for $5. For that price I didn't expect much. But this knife is well made
and comfortable. On top of that it is balanced and solid. Way above the expectations of me. The sleeve is the only drawback, but for that price I can't justify complaining about it enough to turn off a star. Actually if I could give it six stars I wanted. March 11, 2019 (5 of 5) Chuck w Great price beautiful knife. Grips good
balance. Deserves nice leather chain, but I'll find one. Terry T Nelson Mar 11, 2019 (5 of 5) NICE Bought for gifts and they are beautiful. The guys like them very much. Mar 04, 2019 (5 of 5) My favorite knife so far! Five stars no complaints! Glenn Taylor Mar 03, 2019 (5 of 5) robe I want to buy this knife as it seems to be
a quality blade, But a nylon robe instead of a quality leather robe for a few buck more would be my choice./ Mar 01, 2019 (5 of 5) Best deal I've ever had I've ever had I've ever had Ridge Ridge but this must be the best deal I've ever had. If I had paid the full price there would have been a deal; But BK gave me a deal I
couldn't give up. This is a beautiful knife. Forget wanting a leather sleeve and concentrating on the knife. You can find a sleeve somewhere else if it's so important. I'm fine with what I've got. And remember, I have a huge selection of knives in different dollar amounts. I don't care if it's expensive or not. The most important
thing is whether it is usable and affordable. You won't regret owning this knife. Easy to sharpen, looks good, feels good in hand. I like it. Should have ordered two. Kevin Fonseca Feb 25, 2019 (5 of 5) Excellent value I am a collector /user. I bought this because of the value and the handle material. I have several types of
knives with this handle material, and they show well. The construction is excellent, no holes where the handle meets the guard. The edge and blade are flawless. It's sharp out of the box. Joe Keigan's 21st of the world Got this like a kotm. Sharp enough to shave right out of the box. Have done some baton, and feather



sticks with it and no problems or wear at all. Still cleaning up nice enough to be a screen knife. If you are interested, pick it up, you will not be disappointed. April 27, 2018 (5 out of 5) T nichols I just received it by post. Beautiful, nice feeling and weight, for a knife of this size of is not too heavy and bulky. Balance is very
nice in the hand. Would make a large deer camp knife for slaughter, also I stylishly fighting knife. Mine is razor sharp out of the box, and I like the handle thickness. Personally, I don't care if nylon she is, but this one is well made, so I think I'll hang on to it, I knew it came with one, and I usually make my own no matter
what knife it is. Honestly, I give this more than 5 stars, the handle is amazing, it reminds me and of the old Uncle Henry knives. I recommend this knife, would make a great gift too. Robert Boomers Mar 25, 2018 (5 of 5) Great knife I have quite a few knives bought from BudK. This one might be the best of the bunch. It's
certainly the best value for money. All the other reviewers' positive comments apply to the knife I received. Thank you, Budk! Johnny Fierro Mar 10, 2018 (5 of 5) Excellent knife from Ridge Runner! Got this Bowie yesterday, and it's razor sharp! Full Pliers construction, fine polished steel and a decent cloak. I want a
leather sleeve made for it. I'd like to see Ridge Runner make more little bowies like Executive, Celtic Abalone and Imitation Pearl Handle. I'll collect them all. Keep them upcoming BudK! Mike Schnitzler Mar 03, 2018 (5 of 5) Nice solid knife! Great knife for 10.00 ... Wanted to buy more. February 24, 2018 (5 out of 5)
Woody Long Sweet blade, a little lighter than I expected, but it still feels good in my hand. sharp straight out of the box, a little honing and it will shave. Wished it would have come with a leather robe, but I can make one. Worth $10.00 I can buy another. Ivan Duran February 01, 2018 (5 of 5) WOW!! This knife is
awesome! I couldn't believe this is a $10 knife. The blade is thick and sharp. The handle is very well made. Thick and beautiful. Brass accents are mirrors polished just like the blade. Ridge Runner has the most beautiful low-cost knives I've ever bought. Get one of these while you can. Thank you BudK! Nathine
Goldenthal Sep 26, 2019 (4 of 5) The handle is polycarbonate, although it appears as a good staghorn Blade is sharp and well forged. Not sure how well the handle will hold with heavy use. The blade is even worth putting a real staghorn handle on if the plastic comes off. Mar 23, 2019 (4 of 5) pete Very good deal for
money, looks good, seems to be heavy duty, hasn't spent much, only things handle is a little thin for me Eli Garcia July 25, 2018 (4 of 5) Wow what a knife! When it comes to knives, I'm an old-fashioned traditionalist. Ridge runner pronghorn Bowie does not disappoint at all. Let's start with the magazine. There are 420
stainless steel blades that can handle just about any task and one look, and you will agree. It's a full-blown blade with brass guard and pommel. Now this is the part where the traditionalist comes into play. The handle of this beauty is not real stagg horn, but a synthetic polymer type material. It doesn't feel bad in the hand
and looks authentic, but again, I'm a little picky when it comes to these things. I'm not sure how well the handle will hold up in the field, so I'll write another review when I work more with this knife. But for the price of this knife, it is money well spent despite minor setbacks that probably won't be so much for some people.
Another problem for me would be the sleeve. The sleeve provided appears to be well constructed of nylon, but this knife would look so much better with a quality leather sleeve. Again it's just me, but this knife is well worth the price, especially considering you can get it for just $9.99 in the knife of the month club. eBay
item number:302703274888 Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Last Updated, Jun 12, 2020 8:11:42 AM PDT View all revisions ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc. Inc.
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